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Perfectly Imperfect

Motley Mudrooms
Nothing says “life happens here”
like a casually strewn miscellany of your
family’s belongings.
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NEST

.

A pint-size hitchin’
post in this mudroom
gives new meaning
to “hold your horses.”

How to Choose a Walking Stick
Arkansas-based Whistle Creek (whistlecreek.com) is the country’s top crafter of the mudroom mainstay.
Here, owner Jimmy Marler and his son, Jonathon, talk the long and short of stick selection.
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Pick Your Purpose

Find the Right Height

Select a Wood

For casual strolls, handled
walking sticks (aka canes) are
best for support on
flat surfaces, as they’re shorter.
Hiking staffs are cut
longer to reach downhill.

To get your measurement, stand
and relax your arm by your side.
The top of a walking-stick handle
should be at your wrist. Hiking
staffs should be a bit taller, six to
nine inches above your elbow.

Both walking and hiking sticks
should be crafted from light yet
durable woods like hickory, oak, or
sumac root and have rubber tips
to prevent slips. Add flair with extras
like a built-in compass or whistle.
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f all the rooms in a
home, no space better
showcases the
beautifully collected
chaos of life like the humble,
hardworking mudroom. Providing
a barrier between the indoors and
out, work and family, school
and home, this great in-between
provides a spot to shake off the
daily detritus, both mental and
material. Featuring a seasonal
rotation of odds and ends—rain
jackets make way for fleeces,
sun hats give way to scarves—the
mudroom is a snapshot of life
at this very moment. Look around:
Maybe it’s a sullied jersey that
speaks to football season in full
swing or a pair of pint-size cowboy
boots dirtied at the pumpkin
patch. Whatever it is, avoid getting
so caught up in the clutter that
you lose sight of its significance.
Someday you’ll crave the sight
of those tiny boots, the chewed-up
toy of your beloved beagle, or
the piled-on peg rails that hint at
the hubbub of friends in the fold.
It’s the one room where the mess
is the point. This is the stuff of
life, after all.
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